
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a head, commercial. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for head, commercial

Collaborate closely with the CB Business heads and relevant functional
leaders to guide implementation of strategic recommendations
Develop Business Plans needed to execute these strategies, and leads cross
functional teams to deliver operational implementations
Develop an overall strategic framework to mitigate or replace revenue
streams lost from regulatory changes or economic environment
Bring insights on competitors’ activities in operations/KYC/regulatory matters
and incorporate into our strategies and plans
Manage a strategy team, ensure talent meets necessary skills and experience,
and keep team highly motivated
Develop a culture that ensures the best experience to candidates, hiring
managers, employees
Proactively identify risk and reward characteristics of a Commercial Lending
portfolio in excess of $90 Billion exposure
Maintain a forward looking view of risk and opportunities incorporating
internal and external single name credit risk estimates, internal and external
market pricing data, industry research, macro data
Develop and implement risk analyses to monitoring portfolio level credit risk,
identify trends in the portfolio/market and forecast possible outcomes
Leading the Commercial Support team to deliver the services agreed as the
core delivery of the Commercial Support team

Example of Head, Commercial Job Description
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Participate in corporate policy development as a member of Retail team
Ensure maintenance of appropriate internal control and financial procedures
Oversee the approval and processing of revenue, expenditure, and position
control documents, department budgets, ledger, and account maintenance
and data entry
Coordinate the preparation of financial statements, financial reports, special
analyses, and information reports
Interact with other managers to provide consultative support to planning
initiatives through financial and management information analyses, reports,
and recommendations
Support short- and long-range departmental goals, objectives, policies, and
operating procedures


